Oracle Project Portfolio Management Cloud
Modern PPM
The role of the Project Manager is changing... fast!

Digitalization is requiring new methods of project delivery - social, mobile, analytics, the cloud - that are changing the very nature of the project management discipline.

Oracle leverages its deep project management expertise to provide customers with a contemporary, predictive and versatile project management system, designed to harness the digital revolution and deliver enterprise project success.
Oracle’s Project Portfolio Management Cloud solution is uniquely designed to meet the dynamic needs of the modern project manager and deliver project transparency to the organization.
A contemporary project management solution is highly intuitive allowing for easy employee engagement, without any training. It also embeds social collaboration for a user experience that matches today’s worker’s lifestyle. And, a native mobile core allows device agnostic access.

This allows business processes to flow smoothly and for project tasks to be completed effortlessly.
The projects module of Oracle ERP Cloud was probably the primary reason my non-financial managers wanted a piece of it. We have a director of exhibits who’s been tracking everything in Excel spreadsheets, and he’s particularly excited over the dashboard in that module.

- Kristin Klingvall, Controller California Academy of Sciences.

Actionable, intuitive project insight

A modern, easy-to-use project management dashboard greets the project manager.

Everything a project manager may need is available in one stop.

A single location for insight covering project execution and project financials. Interactively designed for glancing, scanning or drill-downs as needed.
Intuitive, collaborative planning and scheduling

Simplified scheduling ensures projects are kept on track, while built-in social collaboration capabilities allow dispersed teams to work together easily, solve problems quickly and work towards the common goal of delivering on-time.

Users can manage all project types with Oracle PPM Cloud – IT Projects, Product Development projects, Services projects and more. Plus, support for Agile software development allow teams to maintain a focus on the rapid delivery of business value.
Comprehensive project costs for profitable projects

By standardizing and streamlining the capture and visibility into project costs, Oracle PPM Cloud allows for unprecedented control over validated expenditures.

Budgetary controls and managing capital asset costs are a snap!

The modern architecture also allows for the capture of costs from procurement, financials, time and labor, or even external systems.
Empowering the Project Manager and the Project Team with mobility

The nature of work has changed. Accessing critical project details while on the go is now a necessity. Project users need simple, intuitive tools for use anywhere, anytime.

Oracle PPM Cloud ensures that there is no discrepancy between “office” access and mobile access to information. Project managers and team members can use simple and intuitive tools to visualize and communicate project plans, or collaborate on tasks and project documents, on-the-go.

The project team is empowered to:

- Manage their tasks conveniently, anywhere and anytime
- Search, filter and follow tasks
- Update, progress and add tasks
- Manage work socially in collaboration with others
Analytics and its potential to transform ordinary businesses, power new business models, enable innovation, and deliver greater value has been a consistent organizational quest since the early days of business intelligence.

Oracle PPM Cloud’s high-powered multi-dimensional analytic cube drives critical insight into project performance health and trends and enables all project stakeholders to monitor, track, and improve performance and profitability. With immediate project insight for everyone, real-time decision making is a reality.
Performance reporting to keep pace and keep score

An innovative reporting platform gives project managers real-time results for rapid decision-making. For example, self-monitoring projects alert you to exceptions and to take immediate action to keep projects on track.

Trend data allows project managers and line of business sponsors to understand historical context as part of the project allowing for smarter decisions.
Best fit resources equal best results

A powerful search algorithm aligns the right top resources to the right projects, making the selection process dramatically easier.

Resource managers can easily track utilization and performance metrics at all levels and also receive insight into project talent with global skills and availability.
Relevant business intelligence

Adding to the depth of insight across Oracle PPM Cloud, users can also access live project data with intuitive business-user tools.

These provide project users with real-time self-service reporting and ad-hoc analysis along with pre-built business views and sample reports for designing content without help from the IT department.
A Modern project management system must address all enterprise project types; from IT projects to professional services projects, to new development projects and even projects to enable strategic sourcing.

Just as importantly, Oracle PPM allows for adoption and integration of services as needed. Whether a user incorporates data from HCM, ERP, or customer experience systems, or leverages existing on-premise systems, the result is a seamless flow of pertinent data throughout your projects and operations.
Manage Internal IT Projects

Execute Agile and Waterfall Projects for Internal IT

Explore projects
Manage Service Centric Projects

Facilitate Services Projects

Explore projects
Manage Product Development Projects

Innovate, Develop, and Commercialize the Best Mix of Profitable Products

Explore projects
Manage Sourcing Negotiations

Expedite Supplier Negotiations
Do it all with a **Complete Solution**

The Modern enterprise takes advantage of the cloud via solutions that are complete and fully integrated across multiple corporate functions including HCM and Talent Management, ERP systems including Financials and Procurement, and the entire product value chain. This ensures end-to-end global business process support.
Why Oracle PPM Cloud?

Contemporary
Highly intuitive interface engages employees with zero training; embedded social collaboration with mobile and device access

Predictive
Power intelligent business processes through pre-built dashboards, reports, and metrics; that scales from small to large enterprises

Versatile
Easy to adopt, industry-leading software, platform and data as a service; for use across many PPM disciplines
**Why Oracle Cloud?**

**Complete**
- Most complete, best of breed PPM functionality
- Deep global and industry capabilities
- Fully integrated with Oracle Financials, HCM, CRM, and SCM solutions

**Modern**
- Contemporary user experience to simplify business processes
- Immersive mobile experience information anytime anywhere
- Visualization and intuitive analytics
- Embedded social collaboration to involve the right people, for the right decision, at the right time

**Proven**
- Live referenceable customers
- Momentum across numerous industries, languages, geographies and company sizes
- Adoption by new customers, upgraded customers and companies coexisting in cloud and on-premise